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Infant Visual Perception 

This behavior is normal for the Mo-week old newborn. When a newborn is born 

v 
)Jibe focusing of the lens is poor. The reason why the newbom's vision is so poor is 

~ ~ecause of the underdeveloped state of their foveas. This is the area of the retin~which 

}'J /:, is where the highest concentration of color cells is. That is how an infant gets clear 

ji \I J , .';'~n. Newborns lack this. It doesn't matter what the distance of the object is to the 

·, V .,'.D1 ri ):Ji: ¥;:J,,} infant's eye, it will still be unclear to them. Newborns can visually track moving objects, , ,~ . 
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iJ ..~ ()f but their own eyes can't really move in harmony. ConverP"enC':e and coordinatign' ofboth , 1 f; L;,;1..,..C_,
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:'f J' f eyes will improve in the first months. In two-week year old babies they really can't CA,,LQ., 

j (Y ;/
_ti rA), yv · grasp/ the whole face and m1derstand every area of the face. They do like to look at faces 

~¢!/J. ,J<6 
when people's eyes are open. Within the first twelve to thirty-six hours the newborn 

prefers to look at their mother. The infant and mother have this special bond, in which 
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the newborn knows who their mother is. InfantJ\also attract to areas of higher contrast by 

\i what is reflected by an outline. This can explain why the two-week old is looking at his 

/ ' 
-~r,~other chin and hair. Infants like to look at moving stimulus rather than stationary· 
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" lsJ-
) objects. The mother's hair can move and her chin moves when she talks, so the baby 

could be attracted to that. That can be another reason for looking at her chin and hair. 

Many infants during the first six weeks of life do not show systematic visual attention to 
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